Cz 52 parts diagram

The CZ 52 [1] also known by the Czechoslovak military designations vz. After 30 years of
military service, the vz. The CZ 52 is technically known as the vz. The CZ 52 pistol is a
roller-locked short recoil â€”operated, detachable box magazineâ€”fed, single-action,
semi-automatic pistol chambered for the 7. It weighs approximately two pounds unloaded.
Military models feature either a parkerized finish or a gray oxide coating, while some CZ 52s
were arsenal reblued in the s. These re-finished guns are usually marked as such.
Ergonomically, the grip of the CZ 52 is long when measured from front to rear and slim from
side to side with a low "hump" which meets the web of the hand at the rear. This causes the
bore axis to sit high above the grip, resulting in a very strongly felt recoil. The manual safety
blocks movement of the sear, which prevents the hammer from releasing and firing a round. A
second safety, in the form of a spring-loaded firing pin block, prevents the pistol from firing
unless the trigger is pulled fully to the rear; this feature renders the pistol "drop safe". However,
if the firing pin block spring has become worn, the pistol may be rendered unsafe in the event of
a muzzle down drop, or in the case of other internals being worn, it may be drop safe only when
"cocked and locked", for instance. Care should be taken when handling firearms of uncertain
origin, and only a competent gunsmith should be relied upon to verify the safety mechanisms of
surplus guns are intact. Because the sear must overcome the additional spring pressure of the
firing pin block, an inherent feature of the CZ 52 is its unusually heavy trigger pull, often in the
8â€”10 pound range. The hammer is of the rebounding type, meaning that it does not contact
the firing pin while in its uncocked position, and cannot do so unless the trigger is pulled,
another safety feature. Because of this, the decocker is considered to be unreliable and its
usage is not recommended. After a full magazine is inserted, the slide is fully retracted and
released. This action cocks the hammer, strips a cartridge from the magazine, and chambers it.
Rotating the three-position safety lever fully downward, exposing a red warning dot between the
receiver and the hammer pivot pin, renders the pistol ready to fire. Rotating the lever upward to
its center position covers the red dot and engages the sear block allowing "cocked and locked"
carry. Finally, rotating the safety lever fully upward decocks the hammer by releasing the sear
and intercepting the hammer's forward movement. This position allows safe carry of the pistol
with a round in the chamber. The hammer must then be cocked manually and the safety
disengaged before a round can be fired. As the trigger is pulled in this state, the trigger bar
rotates the sear, a lug on the sear disengages the firing pin safety located directly above it, and
the opposite side of the sear releases the hammer. The hammer then impacts the firing pin, the
firing pin impacts the primer of the cartridge, and the shot is fired. The CZ 52 utilizes a fairly
uncommon variety of the short recoil operating system in which two vertical rollers are used to
lock the barrel and slide together, via a cam block. This arrangement results in a strong lockup
which, conventional wisdom holds, allows the loading of higher pressure ammunition such as
ammunition intended for use in a submachine gun with higher velocity and energy than
compatible ammunition manufactured for pistols of a similar caliber in other Warsaw Pact
countries. The firing pin and extractor have similar problems with heat treatment; it is
recommended to replace them with aftermarket parts. When cocked, loaded, and closed; the
recoil spring, positioned coaxially around the barrel, provides the pressure necessary to lock
the barrel and slide together via the rollers. When a round is discharged, the barrel and slide
recoil together while the cam block is held stationary by a lug in the receiver. After traveling
rearward a short distance about 0. At this point, the slide is free to continue rearward, cocking
the hammer, extracting the spent case from the barrel's chamber, and ejecting it clear of the
pistol. After reaching the end of its stroke, the slide is returned to cocked and loaded by the
compressed recoil spring, again collecting a fresh cartridge from the magazine and inserting it
into the chamber. When the magazine is empty its follower presses against an externally
mounted slide catch and holds the slide open. The slide catch can be manually engaged by
pressing up on the exposed bar. It is pulled toward the backstrap to release the magazine from
the well. A potential problem arises in that there is now minimal pressure on the magazine
spring and the magazine catch is under constant pressure from the mainspring, forcing it into
contact with the rear of the magazine. This means that magazines do not drop free and
occasionally take a few seconds to remove from the pistol. Releasing the slide catch is done by
removing the empty magazine or inserting a loaded one , then retracting the slide and releasing
it. There is no thumb-operated lever to release the slide although an aftermarket slide release
lever is available. By the late s, after the popularity of the surplus CZ 52 had started to increase,
hollow-point ammunition in 7. The pistol proved capable of handling extremely "hot" loadings,
and many shops sell custom or hand-loaded ammunition. From Wikipedia, the free
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Wikimedia Commons. CZ 52 pistol. Recoil operated, roller locked. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to CZ The Czech CZ is well-designed and represents the relatively high quality of
Czech metalworking and construction. The design and the powerful cartridge â€” achieving f.
The guns themselves and surplus ammunition are readily available and inexpensive.
Unfortunately, the original design had two drawbacks related to the firing pin design. First, the
original military design calls for a very heavy military-style trigger pull. This lowers accuracy
and makes the pistol less fun at the target range. Here you see three firing pins made to the
original CZ design. The replacement one at top is still serviceable, but the other two have
broken and missing noses. The original pins were actually cast, an unusual and not very
reliable! Original CZ firing pins, two with broken and missing noses. Dry-firing quickly
work-hardens the thin noses of the original CZ firing pins, and the nose can break off after just a
few rounds of dry firing. As you can see here, the pin tends to break right above the rounded
fillet at the flat shoulder. This is because that flat shoulder slams into the end of the roughly
cylindrical firing pin cavity. The neck of the nose impacts the rim of the firing pin opening, as if
to extrude the cast steel through the opening. This quickly work-hardens the cast steel and
makes it brittle, guaranteeing that the nose of the pin will break off after just a few rounds of
dry-firing. The original design could tolerate the compression of the nose when it impacts the
primer while firing a live round, but dry-firing work-hardens and breaks the neck of the nose.
Harrington Products firing pins. Harrington Products has come up with a series of products
which will help your CZ to achieve its full potential. We have re-engineered the firing pin design
for the CZ, and we precision machine replacement pins from tool steel that we then harden. This
virtually eliminates breakage. Our design does not allow the nose of the firing pin to contact
anything but the primer during firing. When dry-firing, the forward motion of the pin is stopped
by a an added firing pin return spring. The firing pin nose is therefore immune to damage from
dry-firing. We do recommend, however, that if you intend to dry fire the pistol for thousands of
rounds that you remove the firing pin to prevent peening the rear of the pin. If you do need to
return a part to us, please ship the part back to us in suitable packaging. Do not simply place
the part in a standard envelope, as it will tear open and be lost in the USPS processing
machines! Use a padded mailing envelope or your part will be lost in the mail! As an additional
benefit, the design eliminates the heavy military trigger pull of the CZ pistol. This "drop-in
trigger job" results in a crisp trigger in the neighborhood of 3. If you would like to see what
trigger pull results from our drop-in trigger enhancement of the CZ, simply remove the slide
from your pistol and dry fire the lower receiver only. All Harrington Products firing pins are
machined from high impact tool steel and hardened to around 42 Rockwell. We are so confident
in the quality of this product that we offer the following guarantee:. If the firing pin breaks,
return it for a free replacement. Click on any of the names or images below for further details on
specific items, or add them to your shopping cart directly from this page. Installs just like the
factory firing pin, click here for installation instructions. Eliminates firing pin tip breakage while
preserving original military trigger pull weight. Click Add to Cart to shop on-line and then pay
with credit card or via PayPal. Firing pin, firing pin return spring, firing pin detent, and firing pin
detent spring. Drastically reduces trigger pull weight and eliminates firing pin tip breakage.
Installs in a stock CZ slide in seconds, click here for installation instructions. No modification to
factory trigger parts. This product will be the best for most users firing factory ammunition.
Installing the CZ may require modifying the extractor on some pistols. The factory extractor may
be modified with a flat or circular file, or see our replacement extractors. Similar to the CZ
above, but with a much heavier firing pin return spring and corresponding design change in the
pin itself. Some pistols with extremely heavy recoil springs over What is a CZ? CZ Competition
Firing Pin and Trigger Enhancement Firing pin, firing pin return spring, firing pin detent, and
firing pin detent spring. Please note: we no longer accept orders over the phone. Notifications
Close. CZ Auto Pistols 52 Pistol. Part Key: 0. Add t
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